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Renaissance Sao Paulo Hotel Ranks Among Best Work Places in Brazil 
  

In a recent report from Epoca Magazine and Great Place to Work, this hotel in Sao Paulo, Brazil, placed 
31st among 950 companies.  

 

Sao Paulo, Brazil – There are places to work, and then there are the best places to work. According to 
Great Place to Work and Epoca Magazine, the Renaissance Sao Paulo Hotel falls into the latter category. 
This luxury Sao Paulo hotel placed in the top 50 Best Companies to Work For in Brazil out of 950 
companies. Categories considered in the ranking included employee conduct, compensation, volunteerism 
and more.  
 
"This achievement is very important because our business practices have been recognized and accepted 

by our employees,” said Karine Cassini, Assistant Director of Human 
Resources. “We believe that this important recognition validates our belief in 
the values of the company and, especially, our conviction in our philosophy: 
take good care of our associates that they will take good care of our guest.” 
 
The Renaissance hotel in Sao Paulo placed 31, which puts the hotel in the top 
5% of all companies surveyed. This is the 15th survey that Epoca Magazine 
has put out. 
 
To celebrate this accomplishment, this hotel in Sao Paulo, Brazil, is offering a 
special hotel deal. The “Stretch Your Weekend” hotel deal at the Renaissance 
Sao Paulo Hotel includes accommodations in a deluxe room, breakfast at 
Terraco Jardins Restaurant, high-speed Internet access and complimentary 

parking for one vehicle. This Sao Paulo hotel deal is available now until December 16, 2011, and can be 
reserved online using promotional code P42 or by calling 1-800-228-9290.  
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About the Renaissance Sao Paulo Hotel 

 
The Renaissance Sao Paulo Hotel is part of the Renaissance Hotels & Resorts brand, which includes more 
than 135 hotels in over 30 countries and is owned by Marriott International. This five star hotel combines 
service, excellence with expressive décor and modern design. Its 444 rooms, 55 suites and one 
presidential suite offers guests the opportunity to enjoy their Sao Paulo travel experiences in an 
environment that combines business and leisure with the highest level of service. Since its opening in 
1997, the Renaissance Sao Paulo Hotel has become a city icon, a true landmark in architectural design and 
innovative services. The Spa at Renaissance, opened in April 2008, is a haven amid the gardens of the 
region and offers a unique selection of therapies and treatments inspired by the elements of nature. The 
Renaissance Fitness space offers guests and local residents a healthy mind and body. The hotel also offers 
excellent dining choices especially the Terraço Jardins international restaurant, renowned for its 
excellence and diversity, and Bytes, with a fast and light cuisine in a relaxing and casual ambiance. The 
event and social areas, which measure 2,700 m2, are the perfect location for Sao Paulo meetings and 
events. For more information about this hotel in Sao Paulo, visit www.marriottnewscenter.com 
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